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INTRODUCTION

Since Ebbinghaus began hi. epochal experiment. on memory. problema
of retention and learning have become one of the fields in experUnental
psychology which have been explored most extenaively and intenaively_
The problem at serial learning itself has been investigated by Icorel
of experimental plychologists employing many different kinds at learning
materials and methods.

The majority of experUnents in serial learning

have been done concerning the problem of positional advantage.

The study

of the natQre of errors committed in serial learning hal somehow alwaya
been neglected.
Thus. in

~il

investigation an

exper~ental

attempt was made to throw

some light on this particular. overlooked problem of error in serial
ing.

lear~

For this purpose the three different kind. of memory materials at

different length were employed With a fairly large number of subjects.

,...-

~~------------------------------------------------------------------------,

•
CHAPrER I
PAST EXPERlMENr AND THE PRO:BLEM
The earlier investigator, of the problem of serial learning seamed to
be interested mainly in experimental results which revealed a relatively
high rate of learning at the very beginning and the lut part of the list..
This interesting phenomenon of the primacy and finality effect in serial
learning was widely investigated with many different learning material. suCh
as geometrical figurel, colors, dilconnected wordl, mazes, etc.
Later investigators' interest has become more specific and the
positional advantage of prtmacy over finality or vice veraa haa become the
point of controveray.

Their experiment. were cOMucted almolt exclusively

wi th nonsense ayllables as their memory material ••

:aut

hardly lufficient attention was given to the problem of error in

aerial learning.

Consequently very few investigationa have been done

concerning the analysis of errors in aerial learning and the tinding. from
these few experimentl which touched on this problem were only fragmental in
nature.
The experiment of J. :Bighaml would be one of these few important ones
in which an attempt was made to classify the error. in serial learning.
used lists of ten digits, ten nonsense syllables, ten disconnected words,
colors and geometrical figures, as memory materiala which were presented
visually or audibly only once to the subjecta.
1.

J. :Bigham, "Memory,· Psychological Review, Vol. I,
1

l89~,

pp.

~53-461.

He

2

After the presentation of memory materials, the subjects were required

•

to write down the recollected words or syllables upon strips of paper or to
erra,nge the numbers as remembered.
mente
~s

He used only six subjects in his experi-

The errors were recorded and classified into three categories, such

misplacement, omnis.ion or forgotten, and "alien" presentation.

The last

mentioned c9tegory was only obtained from lists of nonsense syllables and
disconnected words.

Thus he obtained the following results: 1) The combined

errors of three categories after two seconds interval were 10 per cent for
nurabers, 34.4 per cent for words, and 49.2 per cent for nonsense syllables.
The most errors occurred in nonsense syllables and the fewest in numbers,
2) The average misplacement errors in three different intervals (two, ten,
and thirty seconds) were

7 per cent for numbers, 5.7 per cent for words,

and 4.3 per cent for nonsense syllables.

The most misplacement errors oc-

curred in numbers and the fewest in nonsense syllables, 3) The total average
forgetting in three intervale (two, ten, and thirty seconds) was 1.6 per cent
for numbers, 29.9 per cent for words, and 43.2 per cent for nonsense

sylla~

bles; 4) The intrusion of "alien" responses after two seconds interval was
0.4 per cent for words and 1.0 per cent for nonsense syllables.
Table I shows the locetion of the three kinds of errors that appeared
in his experiment.
~ighsm

which

did not make a further analysis of the three kinds of errors

oc~rred

in each serial position of the different learning materials.

,.....3

r.2

'1'ABIE

•

PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS AFTER TWO SECOND INTERVAL - BIGlWI
SERIAL
ORDER

5

6

7

8

9

10

12·5

15·7

12.1

10.8

11·3

6·3

2·5

15·0

23·8

20.~

14.6

23·8

1~.6

12.1

6.7

1·7

2.1

1·3

O.~

0.8

1·3

0.8

0.8

1

2

3

ME NT

2·5

7·5

11·7

FORGETTING

5·8

11·3

ALIEN
RESPONSE

3·3

1·3

MISPLACE-

~

W. G. Smitb3 comucted a eir.ailar experiment With list. of ten noneenae
Iyllables which were presented visually.

The lubJect

W&8

required to read

aloud one syllable atter another at a rate a little faster than one syllable
a second.

It

wa. required. that the recall be written. Eight lubJect. served.

in this experiment.

)'rom thiB

e~er1ment

Sm1 th found

3.5 per cent for

placement error. am 17.0 per cent for walien- presentation.

m1a-

NO further

analysis of these two types of errors in each serial position was made.
errors in each serial position after the first trial are given in Table

The
II~

TABIE II~
PERCENTAGE OF INCORRECT RECALL - SMIm
AFTER FIRST PRESENTATION
SERIAL
ORDER

10

.. ---..

1

2

5

7

8

9

10

19

~8

~

7~

7~

38

16

-.-----~--

457.
3. w. G. Smith. "The Place of Repetition in Memory.- Psychological Revie••
Vol. 3. 1896, pp. 21-32.
~. Ibid., p. 26.
2. Ibid. J p.

~

-~--------------------------------------------------------~~--.,
In these two experiments, both Bigham and Sm! th agreed that the
average percentage of misplacement errors in nonsense syllable liltl waa
fairly small.
smith

However, the average percentage for "alien" response in

t. experiment

W&8

considerably greater than Bigham

t..

A general tend...

ency in Smith'. Table II is that the most errors occurred in the fourth aa4
the fifth aerial position and fewer errors at both ends of the lilt. with a
slight auperiority in the last aerial position.
In Mitchell'. experiment 5 the lists of 10 three-place DUmbers were
presented visually_

The

subjects learned the lists by the anticipation

method.
Table ,III shows the percentage of the "place-skipping" error. in each
aerial pOlition for the first quarter of the learning Itage.
TABLE III6

"PLACE-SKIPPING" ERRORS FOR THE FIRST QUARTER
OF LEARNING TIME - MITCHELL
SERIAL
ORDER

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

STIMULUS
~
ASPECT

52

~

6

6

6

~

8

4

5

6

4

7

5

9

4

6

4

6

8

47

REPONSE

ASPECT

~

The st1mu.lu. upect of these errors indicated that the errors came

most frequently from the first position. !be response aapect revealed that
they occurred mostly in the last serial position. However taking all the

--------------5. M. B. Mitchell,

"Errors in the Memorization of NUmbers," The American
Journal of Psychology. Vol. 45, 1933, pp. 1-16.
6.
• "Anticipatory Place-Skipping Tendency in the Memorization
of NUmbers," The American Journal of Psychology, Vol. 46, 1934 , p. 85.

5
cycle of the learning stage the anticipatory errors favored the latter
positiOns in the lists as their sources and locations of occurrence. The
percentage of the total number of incorrect responses in each serial
position and the ranked order for the ten positions are given in Table IV.
TABLE Iv7
PERCENTAGE OF INCORRECT RESPONSES :BY POSITION - MITCHELL
SERIAL
ORDER

~
RANK

1

2

3

85·3

86.1

87·9

90.0

3

5

1

2

~

5
91.46

6
92.2
8

7
91.7
7

8

9

10

93.3

92.7

89·9

10

9

4-

An experiment employing lists of ten digits was reported by Woodworth
and Poffenberger8 •

The lists were read aloud by the experimenter after

which the class of twentY-8ix subjects wrote their recollections of each
list presented.

The errors committed in thie experiment are ehown in each

.erial position in Table V.
TilLE {:J
PERCEN'l'AGE OF ERRORS :BY SERIAL POSITION
WOODWORTH AND POFFENBERGER
SERIAL
ORDER

~

1

2

3

4-

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

10

17

23

27

24-

24-

19

13

2

Contrary to Smith Is findings. the leas t amount of errors occurred in

-.._-----------7. Ibid., p.85.

8. R. S. Woodworth and A. t'. Poffenberger, Textbook of Experimental
Psychology, Mineog, ed., New York, 1920, pp. 71-72.
9• Ib ld •• p. 72.

6
the first serial position.

The superiority of the early serial

po~itiona

over the latter positions was not as consistent as in Table IV.
.
10
The experiment of Welch and Burnett was conducted with twenty-six
subjects and employed lists of eight nonsense syllables composed entirely
of consonants such as VJP, DVT, etc.
exposure of 60 q-".

A tachistoscope was set up for an

After a list was shown the subjects wrote down remembered

syllables. At the end of the experiment three questions were asked such as,
"Did you use any systematic procedure for remembering?", "With what degree
of confidence did you approach the experiment, and how confident are you of
results?", etc.
Table VI shows errors committed at each serial position in this
experiment.
TABLE VI ll

PERCENTAGE OF INCORRECT RECALL - WELCH AND BURNETT
SERIAL
ORDER

1

~

2

3

4

82.2

5

6
86.1

7

8

71.2

In Welch and Burnett's findings the superiority of the last position
of the lists was obviously apparent and the first serial position did not
show any advantage over the middle pod tiona.

As a Whole theirs were in

agreement with Smith.

---------------

10. G. B. Welch and C. T. Burnett, "Is Primacy a Factor in AssociationFo~ation," The American Journal of Psychology, Vol. 3;, 192~,
pp. 396-401.
11. Ibid., p. 398.

,......-.
------------------------------------------------------------~
7
Brown12 conducted an experiment similar to Mitchell'. employing list•

•

of

6, 9, 15, and 18 nonsense .yllables and 4, 6, 8,

numbers.

6, and

Brown's results in the list of

and

10 three-place

6 and 9 nonsense syllables and 4,

8 three-place numbers are presented in !ables VII and VIII.
TABLE VIJ 13

PERCENTAGE OF INCORRECT ANTICIPATION'S - BROWN
AFTER ONE REPETITION
SERIAL
ORDER
6 SYL.

~

9 SYL. ~

3

6

33.4
38.4

61.7
80.0

7

9

8

88.4

80.0

PERCENTAGE OF INCORRECT ANTI CIPATIONS - BROWN
AFTER ONE REPETITION
SERIAL
ORDER

2

4 NO.
6 NO.

~

8 NO.

1>

~

10.3
15·9
21.6

3

5

6

7

8

28.4

37.5
34.1

96.6

95·5

89·8

In her results the trend in the data of Welch and Burnett was reversed.
The first serial position had fewer errors than in the case of Mitchell's.
only its superiority was more distinct.

The last .erial position did not

show any decisive advantage over the middle section of the series.

---------------

12. M. E. Brown, "Statistical Studies in Memory," Master's Thelis,
The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, 1925.
13. Ibid., p. 12.
14. Ibid., pp. 14-15.

~-----------------------------~
s
r--

Problems
Bigham classified and studied the errors in serial learning but each
type of errors at the serial positions was not examined and. compared for
each different learning material.

Smith's work was done with the lists of

ten nonsense s7llables and no further attempt of ana17sis of the errors at
each serial posi tion was made.

Mitchell made a careful examination of the

"place-skipping- errors at each serial pod tiona but his experiment
conducted exclusivel7 with the lists of three-place numbers.
e~eriments

Wall

The other

were concerned with the positional advantage of the lists in

serial learning.
Hence there are still more problema to be investigated.

For example,

it was found in the work of Bigham that misplacement errors showed a uniform
rate of increase and decrease from the first serial position to the fifth
serial position and from the fifth serial position to the last serial
position.

No advantage of the first serial position over the final serial

position was found.

Does such normal distribut'ion of misplacement errors

prevail for the lists of nonsense s7l1ables as well as the lists of
nected words?

disco~

In what particular serial position do "alien" responses occrur

most and least frequentl7?

Does any particular serial position consistent17

show an advantage over others regardless of the learning materials and type
of errors?

Thus further analysis and.

com~ari.on

of each type of errors

which occur in the learning of the lists of nonsense syllables, disconnected
words and digits have been set up as the main task of this investigation.
As a subsidiary problem it is intended to examine the controversial
issue of primac7 over finality from the subject'. introspective data.

~~-------------------------.
~

CHAPTER II
THE PROCEDURE
The SUbject.

The subjects of this experiment were fifty college students ranging in
age from 18 to 38 years.

Twenty-one of theae were male and twenty-nine were

female students.
None of the subjects were aware of the exact purpose of the expertment
yet they were suffiCiently motivated so that they were very cooperative •
The Materials
The learning materials consisted of eighteen, size 3" by 5", white
cards on which series of sttmulul words were printed in the lower keys of
the standard size typewriter.
Prior to the final selection of length and lists of learning materials
a careful short experiment with a small number of subjects was conducted in
order to
1.

dete~ine

an sdequate length of the lists for the main experiment.

The List of NOnsense Syllables
MOst of the nonsense syllables were selected fran
l
Hull's list. of nonsense syllables which had lower
meaningful value.

An attenlpt was made to select and

construct the lists fran nonsense syllables of about
the ssme low value in meaningfulness.

- --- ----------1. C. L. Hull, "The Meaningfulness of 320 Selected Nonsense Syllables,"
The American Journal of Psychology, Vol. 45, 1933, pp. 730-73~.

9

,......-

-~------------------------------------------------------------------------,
10
In the formation of the lists of nonsense syllable,
particular attention was given to the following pOints: •
a)

No two luccessive syllables were allowed to
have the ssme vowel.

b)

No two extreme end syllables could have the
same vowe 1.

e)

syllable, unnecessarily difficult to pronounce
were avoided.

d)

No modified vowel was used.

The list. of five eyllables were: a) maj vab tiv jex nof,
b) teb foj zlk fap tuj, c) zix tOY zal kej bup.

The lists of

seven syllables were: a) buy teb nad pij fov tup vef, b) jat
dej mat vok zud kex nuv, c) zop mip naf pob mev zux fep.
2.

The Lists of Disconnected Word.
In the selection and fonnation of the eeries of disconnected words a1molt the same consideration and care were
taken al in the case of nonsense ,yllables.

Furthermore the

possibility of any meaningful association, such as "dog" "run-,
was eltminated as much as possible.
The lists of six words were: a) wax fog tip den mat tum,
b) rug pit hen wag jet kid, c) rim dot cap bum net rob.

The

lists of eight words were: a) hat fun zip dog bed sun kit nod,
b) peg cup 8in fad log bus den box, e) pin leg eat dub top net
gas fen.

p_.-----------------------------~
11
3. The Lists of Digits
In the arrangement of digits the recurrence of a same
number in the S8me series was avoided.

In the ten digits

series, where it was necessary to repeat same digit, at
least three or more other digits were interpolated.

Also

no ordinary ascending or descending consecutive numbers and
no proges.ive ascending or descending nurubers were allowed
in the lists.

The number zero was not used.

The lists of eight digits were: a)
b)

3 8 629 157.

7 4 9 2 8 1 5 3. c) 8 1 7 9 3 5 2 6. The lists of ten

digits were: a) 2
c) 9

7 3 1 4 6 9 5 8 3. b) 4 2 8 1 5 9 6 3 5 7.

4 2 7 3 5 9 6 1 8.
The Instractions to the Subject

The subject took a seat close to the table and the experimenter sat
laterally to the subject

80

tha.t the subject would not be disturbed by

wa tching the recording procedure of the experimenter.

During the experiment

no other person besides the subject and experimenter was present in the roan.
Prior to the experiment each subject was given the follOwing inatrtlc...
tiona to read himself:
"This i8 an expertment in learning a few lilts of digits, wordl, and
nonsense syllables.

It is not a psychological test.

We are interested in

certain factors in the learning process which are cammon to all people,
rather than with your personal results as compared to others.
"You will be given a card containing a list of lame words or numbers
or nonsense syllables.

When I say 'please.

1

read them aloud, slowly about

..........
...
~----------------~--~--~
-------.

12

one word a second.

After you have read them once. please return tJae card. to

me without re-reading.

Then recite the list as 'b~e t you can, Just as you

did when reading it.
"This will be a short exper~ent.

Before it starts I will give you a

few sample cards to .how how it should be done."
After the subject read it over, he was aske~ if it was clearly understood, and if there was any ambiguous point it wa, explained by the experimenter.

However the specific purpose or problem Qt this experiment was not

explained to the subject.
The Preliminary Exper1tne'tlt
Atter the subject understood the instructio~. to further fsmiliarize
him with tl:le procedure, the experiment was given tt1 th practice cards.

This

experimental procedure was exactly 11ke the main experiment except the
practice cards contained much easier lists of non'ense syllables, disconw
nected words, and digits.

The preliminary exper~ent was used for practice.

and as a means of correcting the speed of reading and recall.
The metronome was not used to regulate the ~ate of reading or recall.
The Main Experiment

The card which was picked in random order ~. handed to the subject
with the printed aide down.

With the signal to read, .Pleaseft, the subject

turned the card face up am. read a series about 0lla digit or word per second.
After the subject had read the card once. it was ~eturned ~ediately with
the printed side down to the experimenter.

The '~bject then recited them in

the original order a8 best he could. Each respon'e recited by the subject

13
was recorded on a prepared record sheet by the experimenter.
procedure was repeated for each list.

The same

Care was taken not to inform or notif1

the subject of his result either during or after the experiment.
The time interval between each test was about five seconds.
After the aubject had finished about ten cards he was given a short
rest in order to avoid fatigue and 10s8 of intereat.
After finishing the experiment t'he subject was asked the follOwing
questions:
1.

-nid you try to rehearse the first part or

a~

part of the

series either when you were reading or before you reCited?"
2.

"Did you try to memorize

particular part, e.g. the first,

a~

more than a11¥ other part?

In other words J did you pay more

attention to any particular part of a series?·

3. -nid you use any special device to memorize the memory
materials more effectively?·
~.

"In memorizing the series of disconnected words did you try
to aSSOCiate words to make some meaning or senae? Did you
succeed?"

5. "Did you try the same method with the series of nonsense
syllables? Did you succeed?·
The subject's every answer was recorded on the same recording aheet.

--------------.-.~---------------------------------~

•
CHAPTER III
QUAN'l'ITATlVE RESUL't'S AND 'DISCUSSION

Each subject'. result was carefully eXamined and the errors were
recorded and classified under four different categories.

They were:

a) incorrect response, b) misplacement, c) walien" response, d) repetition
or reappearance of lame response.

Tables IX, X and XI thow frequency and percentage of incorrect
response. which ocenrred in the three different learning materials.
TABLE IX
FREOUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF INCORRECT RESPONSE
NONSENSE SYLLABLE
SERIA L ORDER

,

5 sn.. FREO.•
LISTS

SYL. FREQ.
LISTS ~

7

1
8
5.3
10
6.7

2
29
19.3
29

19.3

3

4
106
70.6
125
83.3

65
43.3
83
55.3

5
79
52·7
134
89·3

6

129
86

7

109
72·7

TABLE X
FRJLQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF INCORRECT RESPONSE
DISCONNECTED WORD
SERI AL ORDER

6 WORD FREO.
LISTS

8

~

WORD FREQ.•
LISTS ~

1
0
0
5
3·3

2
14
9.3
10
6.7

3
24
16
20
18·3

4

5
6
7
93
67
56
62
44.7
67
110
125
107
4-4·7 73·3 83·3
71·3

84

14

8

83
55·3

beginning of the lists.

The most errors were at the fourth serial position

in the shorter lists which was the second from the last serial position, and
at the fifth serial position in the longer lists which was third from the
last serial position.

It the serial positions were arranged in the rank

order from the smallest to the largest nmnber of errors: 1) the first serial
position, 2) the second lerial position, 3) the third serial position,

4) the fifth serial position, 5) the fourth serial position would

be in tha~

order in the shorter list., and 1) the first serial position, 2) the second
serial position, 3) the third serial position, 4) the seventh serial position

5) the fourth serial position, 6) the sixth serial position, 7) the fifth
serial position in the longer lists.

Both frequency curves were skewed

curves showing a low frequency at the beginning and a relatively high
frequency at the eni. (F1g11re I)
In disconnected word lists again the fewest errors were at the beginn1ng but the sharp increase of errors was recorded at the fourth serial
position in both the long and short lists.

The most errors were recorded

..

,.

.'-'

16
at the fifth serial position, the second from the last serial position in

•
the short lilts and at the sixth, the third from the last 8erial position
in the long lists.

The ra.nk order from the 8mallest to the largest number

of errors was: 1) the first lerial position, 2) the lecond serial p08ition,

3) the third lerial position,

~)

the sixth serial position, 5) the fourth

serial position, 6) the fifth serial position in the short lists, and
1) the first serial position, 2) the second serial position, 3) the third
serial position, 4) the fourth serial position, 5) the eighth serial
pod tion, 6) the seventh serial position, 7) the fifth serial pod tion,
g) the sixth serial position in the long lists.

Again both frequency

curves show skewed curves. (Figure II)
In digits the smallest number of errors was also recorded at the
beginning and the most errors were at the seventh position, the second fram
the last aerial position in the ahort list. and at the eighth serial
position in the long lilts.

A fairly sharp increase of errors was noted at

the fifth serial position in both cases.

The rank order from the fewest

errors to the most was: 1) the first and second serial position with no
error, 3) the third serial position,

~)

the fourth serial position, 5) the

eighth serial position, 6) the fifth serial position, 7) the sixth serial
position, S) the seventh and the ninth serial position with a same amount
of errors and the last, 10) the eighth serial position in the long lists.
Both curves were approaching a bell shape. (Figure III)
It wes evident that the least amount of incorrect responses occurred
in the first part of the series and the greatest amount of errors in the
mid-section of the last half of the lists, regardless of the memory

~
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IIla.terials.

The last part of the series generally showed fewer errors than

the middle part, but much more than the first part of the listl.
M. E. Brown's eJIPerimental results were significantly similar in
pOints with these present

e~erimental

ma~

results in spite of the difference

in method.
Since she used the anticipation method, in which a first syllable
served as a cue for recall of a second syllable, the second serial position
in her result was regarded to be equivalent to the first serial position in
the re8ults of this present

e~eriment,

and

her third as to the second and

so on.
'1'lms when her results in nonsense syllable lists of six and nine

syllables and the present results in nonsense syllables were compared, two
sets of results differ in absolute number and percentage of incorrect
responses which were caused by many factors such as the method of recalling,
difficulty in the learning materials, subjects, etc.

Yet they showed a

complete agreement on the following pOints:
1.

The fewest errors occurred in the first serial position.

2.

The second place from the last of the list had the greatest
amount of errors in Brown's list. of six syllables and six
three-place numbers the same as in the present
lists of five syllables and eight digits.

e~eriment'8

The greatest

amount of errors occurred at the third from the last of the
list in Brown's lists of nine syllables and eight three-place
numbers am also in the lists of seven syllables and ten digi ta
in the present experiment.

~~---------------~~
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3. The last aerial position did not show a marked advantage
over the first serial position.

4.

.

The frequency curves of both Brown IS and the present
experiment were skewed curves which showed the high
frequency of errors near the end of the series.

However the present results are contra.ry to the results of Smith,
Welch and :Burnett.

Their results revealed tha.t fewer errors were committed

at the last serial position and the most errors were reported at the middle
section of the list.

The first serial position of the lists had more errors

tha.n the last serial position.

Especially in the results of Welch and

Burnett the advantage of the final serial position .preponderated overwhe~ingly·

over the first serial position.

Hence the general trend in their

results is inverse to that of Brown, Mitchell and the present findings.
Errors in the First Half and the Second Half of the Lists
In order to compare and examine the first halt and the aecom. half of
the lists from the standpoint of errors the average percentage was figured
for the lists of nonaenae syllables, disconnected words, am. numbers.

In

the case of odd items in the list the average was figured for an equal
number of i tams on the firs t half and the second half, including the data.
on the middle item in the first half and the second half, thus

tryi~

to

maintain the general effect of continuity and also make the halves balance.
These figures are shown in Table XII.
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TABLE XII
COMPARISON OF HALVES OF LISTS
AS TO PERCENTAGES OF ERRORS
WORDS

SYLLABLES
LENG'lE
OF LISTS

FIVE

FIRST
HALF
SECOND

HALF

DIGITS

TEN

SIX

EIGHT

EIGHT

22.6 41.2

8.4

17

2.2

11.6

55·5 82.8

54.2

19.2

46.4

SEVEN

70.8

From this table it is evident that the first half of the list had
consistently a smaller number of errors than the last half regardless of
difference in length and memory material.

In the lil ta of nonsense Iyl-

lables the firlt half had about fifty per cent fewer errorBthan the second.
half of the lists, but in the list. of disconnected words and numbers the
ratio became noticeably greater.
These figures are much greater than those of Bigham'8.

From Bigham

'8

(Table I) the average amount of forgetUng in the first half and the second.half of the ten Iyllable lilts was figured for

15.4 per cent for the first halt'

and

comp~rison.

They were

14.7 per cent for the seconi half.

indicating more forgetting in the first half than in the second half.
However the difference between the first and second half was very small.
From Smith's result the average amount of errors for the first half
and the second half waB allO figured as 62.0 per cent and 45.6 per cent
respectively.

The percentage in his finding was much greater than in

Bigham'. but the tendency in Smith's findings agrees with Bigham's conclusion that more error. were comrnitted in the first half of the series.

~----------------------------------------------------~--2-0--~
Welch and. :Burnett found the lame tendency prevailed in their results.
Their average amount of errors for the first half was

84.6 per cent an!

71.5 per cent for the last half of the list8.
However the fiming. of Brown, M1 tchell, am the results reported
by

Woodworth and Poffenberger in:l1cated that more errors occurred in the

second. half than in the first half of the lists, which wa. found. to be
true allo in this pre.ent experiment.
Table XIII showl the average amount of errore in the first and lecond
halves of the lilt. in Brown'. experiment.
'l'ABLE nIll
COMPARISON OF ERRORS IN HALVES OF LISTS - BROWN
FIRST REPETITION
NUMBER

NONSENSE SYLLAJ3LE
LENGTH

OF LISTS
1st HALF
2nd HALF

6 SlL.

9 aYL.

4 NO.

6 NO.

S 1«>.

30.0
63.3

63·4
82·7

10.2
48.9

26.7
90.9

1+2·5

.

93·9

The difference between the average percentage of errors for the first
half and. the second half in the experiment quoted by Woodworth and.
poffenberger was not as great as this experiment 1s result or Brown 1s,
neverthelels it indicated the general tendency for more errors to be
committed in the last half of the leries.
and

15.6 per cent for the first

half

16.4 per cent for the 8econd half of the lists were obtained from their

data.

--------------1. Brown,

OPe

cit., p.

30.
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~ 21~Misplacement Error

...
A syllable or number correctly recalled but in a wrong position was
classified as a misplacement error and was recorded as a misplacement error
of the original position.

For example an original syllable, "rix", in the

first position of a series was recalled correctly as such but in the fifth
position of the series; then it was recorded as a misplacement error of the
first position syllable.
The frequency and percentage of misplacement errors in nonsenae
lable, disconnected word, and digit lists are shown in Tables

syl~

XlV, XV, and

XVI respectively.
TABLE XIV
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF MISPLACEMENl' ERRORS
NONSENSE SYLLABLE
SERIAL ORDER

1

2

3

4

5

SYL. FREQ.
LISTS ~

0

1

2

2

0

·7

1.3

7

0

1

1·3
3

5
3
3

1

2

0

.7

2

·7

1.3

SYL. FBEQ.

LISTS

~

6

7

6
4

3
2

In five-syllable lists the last serial position had the most misplacement errors and no misplacement error was recorded at the first serial
position.

The errors increased gradually from

DO

errors at the first serial

position to the most errors at the last serial position.

However, in seven-

syllable lists the most errors were recorded at the sixth serial position,
the second from the last lerial position.

The last position had a fairly

large amount of misplacement errors which were allO recorded at the third

Uk .

0<
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serial position.
errors.

The firat aerial position did not show any misplacement

•

Thu.a no gradual increase of errors was found in thb case.

An

average for the misplacement errora was 1.3 per cent for five-syllable lista
and it was

1.5 per cent tor s.yen-syllable 11s ts • These were mu.ch smaller

than Bighaml~ (4.3~) or Smith'. results, (3.5~) probably becSU8e the shorter
lists were used in thie experiment.
The misplacement errors ahown in Bighaxnll1 Table I il1Hcate a gradual
increase from the firat aerial position to the highest pOint at its fifth
serial position or the add-point of the series and a gradual decreale from
the fifth to the last lerial position showing no difference in the first
and the last serial podUon.

Of course hll figure was obtained by com-

bining the results from the three different learning materials; therefore
the results from nonsense 1711ables in this
the same basis.

e~ertment

cannot be compared on

However no such a beaut iful increase and decrease from the

first serial position to the mid-point of the list to the last serial
position was found in this present experiment.
!ABLE XV

FREQUEJ1CY AND PERCENTAGE OF MISPLACEMENT ERRORS
DISCONNECTED WORDS
SERIAL ORDER

1

2

3

4

5

6

6 WORD

FREQ,.

0

3

6

g

g

LISTS

~

0

2

5·3

5·3

5·3

1
4.1

6 WORD

FREQ.

0

0

2

6

LISTS

~

0

0

1.3

4

14

9.3

13

6.1

1

20

13·3

6

14
9.3

In the disconnected word lists the first serial position did not show

-

l
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m1splacement error, bu.t the last serial POB i tion had a high frequency •

...

The third, fourth am fifth serial positions had the highest frequency in
the short 11st but in the long 11st the seventh pOBi tion showed the hlghest
frequency-

The last serial position and the fifth serial position had the

ssme amount of errors which was second highest.

More errors were committed

in the last half of the serial order.
The average percentage for the'six-word lists was 3.8 per cent am

5.7

per cent for the eight-word lists.

The average misplacement error for

the eight-word lists was the same as Bigham's ten-word lists in three
different intervals (two, ten, and thirty seconds).
In eight-digit lists no misplacement error was committed at the first
two serial position.

It increased to reach the highest point at the sixth

serial position and then it decreased.
shoW high frequenc,..

The last serial position did not

The first three and the last serial pod tions showed

a marked advantage over the rest.
In ten-digit lists again the first serial position was free from
misplacement errors and the first three serial positions showed noticeably
low frequency of errors but, unlike the eight-digit lists, the last serial
position showed a fairly high frequency_
the eighth serial position.

The highest pOint was reached at

It was also imicated that a higher rate of

error was in the last half of the list.
An average misplacement error for eight-digit lists was ~.6 per cent
and

ll.~

per cent for the ten-digit lists.

The average misplacement error

for ten-digit lists was a little higher than Bigham's ten-digit lists (7~).·

~r~---------------------~--·
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TABLE XVI
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF MISPLACEMENT ERRORS
DIGIT
SER IA t ORDER

1

2

8 DIGI'1"

0
0

3
2

tISTS

~

0
0

10 DIGIT

FREQ.

0

~

0

tISTS

FREQ.

3
1
.7
3
2

4

5
4
13
4.7 8·7
10
15
6.7 10

8
7
9
14
18
2
12
9.3 1·3
40
24
32
29
16
26.7
21·3
19·3
6

10

15
10

Regardless of the learning materials. the present results imicated
a general tendency for misplacement errors to occur more in the last halt
of the series.

NO misplacement errors occurred in the first lerial position.

In general, the first two or three positions showed a definite advantage
over the middle or the last part of the series.

This tendency waa not

sufficiently definite to make a general conc lu.i on, but it seemed that the
misplacement errors occurred most frequently between the middle and the
last serial positions.
Bigham'. result indicated a fair uniformity in the increase and
decrease of the amount of misplacement errors from the first serial position
to the lsat of the list, reaching its high point at the middle.

But it did

not show any positional advantage of the first over the laat. (Table I)
When the percentage of misplacement errors in the first half (first
to fifth serial positions inclusive) and the last half (sixth to tenth
positions inclusive) were figured fram Bigham"

reported data in Table I,

the last half showed a fair advantage over the first half. i.e., a total
percentage of 49.9 for the first half and 43.0 for the last half.

The
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present experiment's result showed consistently an advantage of the first
half over the last half.

When the total peroentage for the first five

positions and the last five positiOns were figured from the ten-digit lilts,
they were 20.7 per cent for the firBt half and 93.3 per oent for the laat
half respectively.

rus differenoe was great.

A probable realon for thil

differenceoan be that in this present expertment the subjeots' introspective
reports revealed that the majority of the subjectB attempted to group the
first four or five syllables or numbers in order to remember them a. a unit.
Therefore a distinot advantage of the first half might be maintained.
Another possible reason was that in Bigham's experiment the subjects were
not required to write the U.te in the order in which they were given.

They

were free to write the last syllables before the first ones thus the time
faotor could be accounted aa an advantage for the last half.
!he -AUen- Preaent!ltion
In the event that a word or syllable which was not in the sttmulus
list was reported in the reoalling, such an error was recorded al aalienpresentation in this experiment.
Sinoe all nine numbers were used in a list this particular kind of
error was not recorded.

The frequency and peroentage of this type of error

in nonsense syllable list. and disoonnected word lilts are shown in
Tables XVII and XVIII.
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TABLE XVII

•

FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF "ALIEN" PBESENTATION
NONSENSE SYLLABLE
SERIAL ORDER

1

5

SYL. FREQ.
LISTS ~

7
4.7,

21
11+

7

4

18
12

SYL. FREQ.•
LISTS ~

2

2·7

l+

3
50
33
62
41.3

6

7

27
18

24
16

5

52
34.7

40

1+2
28

39
26

26.7

TABLE XVIII
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF "ALIEN" PRESENTATION
DISCONNECTED WORD
SERIAL ORDER

6

WORD FREQ.

LISTS

~

g WORD FREQ,.
LISTS ~

1
0
0

2

4

2·7

7
4.7
2
1·3

3
15
10
6
4

4
28

18·7
24
16

6

5
22
14.6

17
11.3

20
13·3

9
6

7

8

8

9
1+·7

5·3

The results in this experiment show that most "alien" errore occurre&
in the middle part of the list and the least
part of the list.

~ount

of errors in the first

The last serial pod tion had a cons.iderably larger

number of errors.
This general tendency was evident in lists both of nonsense syllables
and disconnected words.

In the short lists a much higher rate of error was

committed in the last •• rial position than in the long lists.

In the long

lists such a rate of increase and decrease from the beginning to the middle
and from the middle to the last position was not as great
the short lists.

&8

in the case of

~~----------------------------------------------~--2-7~
The average percentage of incorrect responses in nonsense syllable

•

lists was greater than in disconnected word lists.

For the fo~er 22.6

per cent was recorded for the five-syllable lists and 20.4 per cent for the
seven-syllable lists.
six-word lists and

For the latter

6.7

9.9 per cent was recorded for the

per cent for the eight-word lists.

Bigham's finding also showed a higher rate of errors for the nonsense
syllable list than for the disconnected word list.

But contrary to the

present findings, "alien" responses were most frequently given at the
beginning of the list and the fewest at the end.
Reappearance of the Stiffiulus Word
It was probably due to the fact the the reproduction of the stimulus
word was mede orally that some of them were recalled by the subject more
than

01·.~~

in a single recall.

For example "run" was correctly recalled in

the second serial position, yet it was again recalled at the seventh serial
position of the same list for the original word "pin".

Such an error was

recorded in this experiment as a reappearance or repetition error.
In the nonsense 8yllable lists the occurrences ot the repetition
error were very few; in the lists ot five syllables it happened only once
which was a syllable in the second serial position.
syllables i t happened six times .

In the lists of seven

The syllable in the firs t aerial pod tion

reappeared twice as many times as the syllable in the seventh serial
position.

The syllables in the second and the third serial positions were

repeated once each.
serial order.

The error occurred mostly around the middle of the

28
In disconnected word lists it happened more frequently than in
nonsense syllable lists.

In the lists of six words the

st~lua

•

word in the

second serial position reappeared twelve times, the word in the first
position reappeared three

t~es,

and the word in the sixth position wae

repea ted once.
In the eight-word lists the word in the second serial position
reappeared most, as in the case of the six word lists.
twenty-three

t~es.

It was recorded

The word in tha third serial position reappeared less

than the word in the second Berial pos~tion (five times).
first serial position

WY

The word in the

repeated three times, and once ea.ch for the words

in the fourth, fifth and eighth positions.
They occurred moatly in the last half of the series with their most
frequent appearance in the second or third from the last position of the
lists.
In the lists of numbers, this kind of error
the middle part of the last half of the list.

W9.S

committed mostly in

In the lists of eight digi tao

the item in the first Berial position reappeared eleven times and the digit
in the second serial position was repeated nine times.

The digits in the

third and the fourth Berial positions reappeared four times each and once
for the digit in the fifth and eighth serial position.
In the lists of ten digits the most frequently repeated was the
number in the aecond aerial position in the series with twenty-seven times,
the next most repeated was the digit in the third serial pOSition with
fifteen times.

The first aerial position had eight repetitions and the

fourth eleven.

!he fifth aerial posi tion

WllS

rapes.ted six times.

The

29
sixth and the n\pth positions had three each.

The eighth and the tenth had

four repetitions each, the seventh serial position had five repetition
errors.
Regardless of the type of menlory materials the first and the second
serial positions had the highest rate of reappearance and as the lists
became longer the third position and the fourth serial position increased
their rates of repetition.

When the lists were shorter the amount of errors

increased at the first position.
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CHAPTER IV
QUALITATIVE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Welch and Burnett claimed that the primacy effect was caused merely by
a factor of frequency or was a function of rehearsal.

The primacy effect

resulted only when the subjects were allowed to repeat the earlier items of
a lilt while the later items were presented.
This explanation was rejected by Brown and Robinson, on the basis that
rehearsal W~ h~rd17 possible when the syllables were presented at a fairly
rapid rate and the subjects were required to read each item aloud at each
presentation.

McGeoch1 allo maintains that a chance of rehearsal il doubtful

under such cond,i tiona.

But :Brown and Robinson did not verify this by taking

any introspective reports to discover whether or not their subjects actually
rehearsed any part of the lista.
The introspective accounts of the subjects in this experiment revealed
ths,t some subjects rehearsed not only the first few items but the middle or
the last part of the liltl.
rehe~rBe

Eleven subjects rehearsed or attempted to

a certain part of the 11, ts while they were reading aloud the items

in the later serial positiOns or before they recited them.

Seven subjects

rehearsed the beginning part of the lists, but only one rehearsed the last
pe,rt of the lists. !he other three subjects rehearsed "the last ani the
middle parts- or -the firat and middle parts" or "the first and last parts"

-- ------------

1. J. A.. McGeochJ, '!'he P.ychology of Human Learning, Longroans, Green and Co ••

New York, 1940, p. 101.
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of the lists.
Therefore, the factor of rehearsal was brought forth under the.
conditionl provided by thil experiment which were .omewhat limilar to
Brown'l.

There leem. to be no doubt that the factor of rehearsal facUi tated

the primacy effect in thil experimental data.

Raffel 2 demonetrated the

primacy effect which waa cauled by rehearlal of the first item or iteml.
However it is doubtful Whether thil factor alone can be looked on al
the major determ19r of the primacy effect.

On the basil of the experimental

data obtained it il hardly Justified to aSlume the factor of rehearsal of
the fir8t part of the li8ts in the few case. as the only dominant factor for
overwhelming luperionty of primacy in this experiment.
cases of the

~bjectl

It may explain the

who rehearsed the first part of the lists, but

~ch

an

explanation doel not lubltantiate the pr1macy effect for a majority of the
8ubjectl in this

e~riment,

Who did not rehear.e at all.

!rown seemed to regard the primacy effect as a function of the
controlled recall. When a lilt of items is recalled in an original order
the first item acts &8 & cue for the recall of the 8econd, the aecond helps
to recall the third, and

10

on.

In this way the first itan i. emphasized

by the fact that it 1s to be recalled first.

A180 it may be recalled

before it hal been crowded out of memory by the other items of the lists.
WWhere the order of recall i8 fixed," state. Brown?, wand the item. at the
first of the list are recalled first, prtmacy i8 a more significant factor

- ------------_ ..

2. C. Raffel, "TWo Deter.minant. of the Effect of Primacy,- The American
Journal of Psychology, Vol. ~g, 1936, p. 657.
3. Brown, op. cit., p. 27-

~--------------------------------~~
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than finality.-

Similarly, Raffel suggests that With the controlled recall

in which the instruction is given to recall a list in an original ;rder the
subject is set to memorize tbe beginning and thus an advantage for primac;,
is shown.
A further anal1lis of the subjects- introspective data seemed to
substantiate the explanation presented b;, Brown and Raffel.
Concerning the direction of effort or attention approximatel;, a halt
of the subjects (24) exerted their attention evenly to eaCh item in the
lilts.

But eleven lubJectl concentrated more on the firat part of the Uste,

and seven more lubJects reported that they exerted slightly more attention
to the first part of the listl despite the fact that they attempted to attend
to each item as evenly as pOIs1ble.

Five subjects directed their attention

to both the first am last parts of the lists.

Henee a total of twenty-three

subjects paid more attention to the first part.
Such favorable set toward the beginning part of the liste, which. was
taken by nearly a half of the subJects, seamed to be the major factor of the
primac;, effect rather than rehearsal.

As McGeoch points out, the relation

between the amount ot error and the serial positions in the list. i. a
function of the direction of the subjects' efforts or attention.
Concerning the device for better memory twenty-seven subjects adopted
lome kind ot grouping s;yetem.

Particularly in learning the lists of digits

a majority ot the subjects attempted to divide a list into two parts.
Twenty subjects reported no such device but depended on rote memory With
auditory or visual

~es

as a eue.

dJ .,

Only three subject. attempted to use a unique systam such a. adding

•
up two lucces81ve digit. or maldng up a Itory With disconnected words.
But
the effect of such

."tam. waa reported to be more distracting

and

confusing than helpful at the first recall.
With lists of Donaeule .yllable. onll six subjects attempted to make
a meaningful connectlon or a •• ociation and onll one lubject considered that
such a device wal effective. J. few complained of the difficulty of
prouncing nonsense Iyllable. . . a di.turbing factor in memorizing the li.ts.

2U

•

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This experiment waa conducted in order to investigate four different
types of errors committed in learning the lists of nonsense ' syllables,
disconnected worda

and

digit..

These errors were analyzed and compared

at each serial position for each different learning material.
Eighteen white cards of lize

3"

by

5".

containing the lists of

nonsense syllables, disconnected words and digits were presented once to
fifty adult lubJecte individually.

The recall of the i tams was required to

be made in the original order. All errors were recorded on the prepared
sheets.
The general concluaions were as follow:
1.

Regardle •• of the variety of learning material •• the incorrect

responses were lowest at the first serial position.

For the long lists the

effect of prhnacy was uaual17 extended over the first few serial position••
This conclusion was in agreement with the works of Brown, Bigham. and
Mitchell.
i!..

.i!'ewer illCorrect responses. m18placement errors. and "alien"

reapons es were foum in the firs t half than in the las t half of the li8 ts •

3. The finallt1 effect was evident bat it was much more limited in
scope.

4. The

mi.plac~nt

errors were much more common for digits and le.1

37

38
for disconnected words and least for nonsense syllables.

A similar

conclusion was reached br Brown.

•

5. No misplacement error occurred at the first serial position.
errors were ccmni tted most frequentlr tovrard the end of the Hats.
aerial poBi t ion ahowed high frequency of these errors.

The

The last

Unlike the incorrect

responses no uninterrupted increase and decrease of errors was evident.

6. The -alienw , responses were more common for nonsense syllables than
disconnected word..

This confirmed Bigl:iam's conclusion, but

the

intrusion

of "alien" responses was most frequent at the middle portion of the lists in
thia

e~eriment.

which was contrarr to his finding.

7. The repetition errors were committed most frequentlr in the lists
of digit., and leaat in the lists of nonsense syllables.

The items in the

first and second aerial positions were repeated most.
S.

On the basia of the introapective data obtained it was concluded

that the direction of the subject'. attention was sign1flcantlr related to
the primacr effect rather than the factor of rehearsal.

-
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